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Abstract
This paper proposes a new method for modal analyses of centimetric phenocrysts and porphyroblasts using a digital rock image. The dot matrix image of the rock is imported into vectorial draw software as background. The outline of all of the phenocrysts is marked on the overlay by closed vectorial curves, and their internal area is painted in black. After this operation, the rock image on the background is deleted and the background is painted in white. The vectorial objects composed of the background and the overlay are exported as a matrix image of BMP format. The percentage of the areas painted in black corresponds to modal abundance of the phenocrysts and this quantity is calculated by the Wilbur colour specification software. This method has high precision in graphic processing. However, the translucency of the groundmass causes uncertainty in vectorial phenocryst marking. Therefore, it is recommended for rocks with phenocrysts larger than 5 mm.
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1. Introduction

The modal amount of phenocrysts is an important parameter for the interpretation of magma crystallisation process of volcanic rocks. The abundance of phenocrysts is measured petrographically by microscopic point counting on thin section. This method, called modal analyses, has high analytical precision. However, some volcanic rocks contain large phenocrysts of the size up to 2 cm, and certain plutonic rocks have phenocrysts larger than 10 cm. Because of the large size, the petrographic accuracy of modal analyses is not so high due to heterogeneous distribution of the phenocrysts and limited area of thin sections, as large as 2 x 3 cm (Figure 1).

Some expensive ornamental rocks applied to Brazilian civil construction of plutonic and metamorphic origin are characterised by abundant large phenocrysts or porphyroblasts of alkaline feldspar (e.g. Bahia 1994; Peiter 2001; Erthal et al., 2003). Some of them show cumulative texture, such as porphyritic granite and syenite (e.g. Granito Azul Paramirim, Paramirim - BA, Granito Café Bahia, Riacho de Santana - BA), augen gneiss (e.g. Granito Vermelho Tanquinho, Ichu - BA), and charnockite (e.g. Butterfly Green Granite, Peacock Green Granite, região sul do Espírito Santo). The large phenocrysts of certain rocks show strong blue labradorescence (e.g. Labrador Blue Pearl, Noruega, Blue Star, Roraima). For these rocks, the phenocryst abundance is directly related to their commercial value. The phenocrysts of these ornamental rocks are usually 5 to 15 cm in size, being much larger than the thin section size, and therefore the conventional modal analyses are useless.

In order to solve this problem, a large area of the rock surface, such as 10 x 10 cm for volcanic rocks and 50 x 50 cm for granitic rocks, must be analysed using photo images. The quantitative digital colour specification techniques using the software Wilbur (e.g. Motoki et al., 2003a) or Quantikov (e.g. Campello et al., 2005a), combined with manual vectorial marking using vectorial draw software, such as Corel Draw™ and Adobe Illustrator™, offer a solution.

The present paper introduces the principle, laboratory procedure, and results of experimental application of this new method for large modal analyses of phenocrysts, and discusses its applicability, possible future development, and limitations.

2. Quantitative digital colour analyses

Brazilian production of natural stone is in rapid growth from the beginning of the 21st Century, (Vargas et al., 2005; Motoki et al., 2005a). In order to attend the exigency of international construction market, high-level quality control including their quantitative colour specification became necessary. The methods for colour specification have been developed with the help of the software Wilbur (Motoki et al., 2003a; b; c; 2006; Motoki & Zucco, 2005) or Quantikov combined with Spring (Campello & Costa, 2003; Campello et al., 2004; 2005a; b; Campello, 2006).

Wilbur is an original colour analysing software for dimension stone slabs, which has been developed by Department of Mineralogy and Petrology of Rio de Janeiro State University (DMPI/UERJ; Motoki et al., 2003a). Quantikov is a software for microstructure analysing created by the Brazilian Nuclear Energy Research Institute (IPEN, Pinto 1996). Spring is a geographic information system (GIS) software developed by the Brazilian National Institute of Space Research (INPI; Camara et al., 1996).

The above-mentioned technique analyses physical pixel colours of the rock surface from dot matrix image, either of scanner or of digital camera, and calculates the statistic parameters in RGB, HSB, XYZ, and $\text{xyz}$ chromaticity systems. The classification of the ornamental rocks by colour adopts HSB system (Motoki et al., 2003a; b; c; Motoki & Zucco, 2005; Campello, 2006). It permits high-precision analyses of the dot matrix images of very simplified

Figure 1 - Field image of porphyritic trachyte of Nova Iguacu, sample VNI029, after Valente et al. (2005). The red rectangle shows the area of thin section size with high phenocrystal concentration, and the black one, with low concentration.
artificial colours, but the application for mineral modal amount analyses of natural rock images was difficult.

3. Analytical sequence

The modal analyses of large phenocrysts are performed by the following steps:

1) Digital image capture.
2) Selection of the area to be analysed.
3) Vectorial marking of the phenocrysts.
4) Digital counting of the painted pixels.

In principle, any types of digital rock image of enough optical resolution can be submitted to this technique. The rock image taken by digital camera in fieldworks must be well focused with optical resolution superior to 2 millions pixels for the object of 50 cm in size. Application of macro lens is recommended. The rock images are obtained by direct scanning according to Motoki et al. (1999), with optical resolution of 150 to 300 dpi.

The rock images, especially of fieldworks, contain useless information, such as vegetation cover, weathered surface (Figure 1), surface streaks, fractures, and organic material stains. Wilbur permits the analyses of selected area excluding these undesired parts (Figure 2). This function is not available for Quantikov and Spring.

The Wilbur requires two BMP files: 1) original rock sample image; 2) the indicator of the area to be analysed, called “selection filter” (Motoki et al., 2005c; d). This filter file is elaborated by the following sequence. The original rock image of any dot matrix format can be imported into the vectorial draw software, such as Corel Draw™ as background. The area to be analysed is marked by a closed vectorial object on the overlay, and their interior is painted in black. After this operation, the rock image is removed and the background is painted in white. The vectorial objects composed of the white background and the overlay are exported to a dot matrix image file of BMP format. In this operation, anti-aliasing function must be disabled.

The phenocrysts are marked by a similar process to the elaboration of selection filter file. The original image is imported again into the draw software. At this time, the outline of all phenocrysts is marked on the overlay by a closed vectorial curve and their internal area is painted in black. The rock image on the background is removed and the background is painted in white. The white background and the overlay are exported together to a BMP file, without anti-aliasing function. This file is used as the sample image for the Wilbur.

The Wilbur compares the sample image BMP file and the selective filter one, and counts the number of black and white pixels on the sample image that correspond respectively to the phenocryst and groundmass areas. This operation is performed only on the area indicated by the selection filter. The ratio between the black pixels and the white ones gives modal percentage of the phenocrysts.

4. Experimental analyses

In order to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of this technique, the authors performed experimental analyses on the late Cretaceous light-grey porphyritic trachyte of Nova Iguaçu, State of Rio de Janeiro (sample VNI029), on the dimension stone slab of an ornamental porphyritic granite (THOR1), and on the photo image (GCB1) published in an dimension stone catalogue of the State of Bahia.”

VNI029 is a photo image of a trachyte block (Figure 1) taken during the fieldwork (Valente et al., 2005). This sample has large phenocrysts, of about 1 cm, therefore the vectorial marking is relatively easy. The horizontal span of the image corresponds to 25 cm. The rock surface is irregular and partially weathered. This image contains some subsurface phenocrysts with ambiguous shape. They must be identified and excluded by subjective decision of the human operator. The modal amount of the alkaline feldspar phenocryst measured by the present technique is 21.9% (Table 1). It is much less than naked eye estimation, being 40% according to Valente et al. (2005).

Samples SV1 (Figure 3A) and SV2 (Figure 3D) are scanner images of two different cut surfaces of a small trachyte hand specimen of 7 cm in size, obtained in 600 dpi and moderated into 300 dpi. The areas for modal analyses by means of colour digital specification method are selected by two different criterions: 1) strict selection, eliminating all of weathered areas, SV1A, SV2A (Figure, 3B, E); 2) dull selection, permitting some less altered areas, SV1B, SV2B (Figure 3C, F). These images are much easier for phenocryst vectorial marking than the outcrop photos.

Figure 2 - Image treatments for phenocryst modal analyses before the Wilbur application using vectorial graphic software; A) the area selected for the modal analysis; B) manual vectorial marking of the phenocryst areas.
The experimental analyses of these images point out some inconvenient factors. Colour noises on the groundmass originated from rock alteration and subsurface phenocrysts push up improperly the measured modal amount. The vacancy on the phenocryst surface, such as cracks, holes and grooves along the cleavage plane, pull down the value. These factors can be identified easily by sample image observation and must be fixed manually during the vectorial marking.

The measured phenocryst modal amounts of these specimens are widely variable, being 18.6%, 17.5%, 14.4%, and 11.0% respectively for SV1A, SV1B, SV2A, and SV2B (Table 1). This variation indicates heterogeneous spatial distribution of the phenocrysts even within a small hand specimen, and the fact is easily recognised by naked eye observation. Such heterogeneous phenocrysts distribution is commonly found in highly porphyritic volcanic rocks, especially those with cumulative texture.

THOR1 is a scanner image of a polished dimension stone of unknown commercial name (Figure 4). This rock slab is characterised by abundant large phenocrysts, as large as 6 cm x 2 cm, showing cumulative texture. The vectorial marking is easy because the rock sample has a smooth surface and is free from weathering, with very large phenocrysts and almost without colour noise. The result is 43.7% (Table 1).

GCB1 is a photo image of porphyritic brown alkaline syenite, called Granito Café Bahia (Figure 5), published in the dimension stone catalogue of the State Government of Bahia (Bahia, 1994). The rock has abundant phenocrysts of the size up to 5 x 2 cm, showing cumulative texture. This scanner image is obtained from a photo page of above-mentioned book in optical resolution of 600 dpi, and strong pixel noise originated from graphic impression is observed. In lower resolution scanning, the pixel noise is intensified showing rainbow-colour. The pixel noise is reduced significantly by means of the moderation of optical resolution to 300 dpi and becomes almost negligible in 150 dpi. The modal amount measured for the phenocrysts is 30.4%.

The above-mentioned measured modal amounts are generally less than previous naked eye estimations. For example, Valente et al. (2005) estimated the phenocryst mode of VNI029 to be 40%, however, the measured value by the present method is 21.9% (Table 1).
The fact means that the visual impression is much larger than the real modal amount of the phenocrysts.

5. Attempt of automatic analyses

Certain volcanic rocks have strong colour contrast between kaolinised white alkaline feldspar phenocrysts and vitric or hypocrystalline dark groundmass (Figure 3A). Such rocks, for example the specimens SV1A, SV1B, SV2A, and SV2B, are analysed by automatic processes, which needs no manual vectorial marking. The area is marked automatically by computer based on the colour difference between the phenocryst and the groundmass.

The phenocrysts of these specimens have the B parameter, that is, brightness of the HBS chromaticity system, superior to 95, with strong peak at B=100 on the histogram. In contrast, the B parameter of the groundmass is distributed in a range of 40–75, and its mode is present at B=57. Because of the well-distinguished bimodal pattern (Figure 6A), automatic selection of the phenocrystal area seems to be possible.

On the other hand, B histograms pattern for non-kaolinised rocks, VNI026, Table 1 - Results of modal analyses by digital colour technique of large phenocrysts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Rock</th>
<th>Image type</th>
<th>Analysed area</th>
<th>Semi-automatic</th>
<th>Automatic</th>
<th>Manual correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VNI029</td>
<td>Porphyritic trachyte</td>
<td>Outcrop image</td>
<td>Dull selection</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV1A</td>
<td>Porphyritic trachyte</td>
<td>Cut surface</td>
<td>Strict selection</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV1B</td>
<td>Porphyritic trachyte</td>
<td>Cut surface</td>
<td>Dull selection</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV2A</td>
<td>Porphyritic trachyte</td>
<td>Cut surface</td>
<td>Strict selection</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV2B</td>
<td>Porphyritic trachyte</td>
<td>Cut surface</td>
<td>Dull selection</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOR1</td>
<td>Porphyritic granite</td>
<td>Polish surface</td>
<td>Whole rock</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCB1</td>
<td>Porphyritic syenite</td>
<td>Photo on book</td>
<td>Whole rock</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 - Porphyritic granite with cumulative large phenocrysts of an ornamental rock of unknown commercial name, sample THOR1.

Figure 5 - Scanner image of Granito Café Bahia obtained from a photo page of Bahia (1994), sample GCB1.
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THOR1, and GCB1, are unimodal or less-expressively bimodal (Figure 6B). Because of the ambiguous criterion, it is difficult to make software for the phenocryst area selection.

In the automatic process, mineral identification is less precise than manual vectorial marking because the phenocrysts are identified only by its colour. In spite of above-mentioned problem, the automatic method is highly attractive, being easy, rapid and independent on the petrographic skill of the operator.

On the B histograms of strictly selected specimens, SV1A and SV2A, the peaks either of the phenocrysts or of the groundmass are acute, and the dip between the two peaks is low. The groundmass peak is highly symmetric, being similar to the Gauss distribution. However, on the B histogram of dull-selected specimens, SV1B and SV2B, the groundmass peak is not so acute. This fact is attributed to high-level colour noise on the groundmass of these specimens. Obviously, the data of strictly selected specimens, SV1A and SV2A, have higher analytical reliability, however they could be less accurate because of the limited area for colour analysis. In the case of manual vectorial marking, this problem is not so critical.

The B value for the threshold in order to distinguish phenocryst pixels and of groundmass ones is selected at the lowest point of the dip between the two peaks (Figure 6). They are 78, 82, 75, and 82 respectively for the specimens SV1A, SV1B, SV2A, and SV2B. The phenocryst modal amounts measured by computer are 16.7%, 14.3%, 11.1%, and 7.8% respectively for SV1A, SV1B, SV2A, and SV2B (Table 1).

Figure 7 shows comparatively the details of: A) the original rock surface; B) the pixels with B superior to 78; C) the ones with B superior to 82. The effect of the threshold value selection is critical. High threshold reduces the groundmass colour noise but enlarge the cavities on the phenocryst surface. On the contrary, low threshold reduces the cavity problem but amplifies the groundmass colour noise. Because of the kaolinization, the phenocryst surface inevitably has cavities and the groundmass always has colour noise. These factors are harmful for analytical precision of the automatic method.

The images of the phenocryst area marked by automatic process of the computer (Figure 7B, C, E, F) show the cavities present on the phenocryst surface and the colour noise on the groundmass, and they are easily identified even for the beginners. The cleavage effect can be fixed by the manual operation, however the rim effect, called “marginal loss”, is difficult to be corrected. Therefore, the measured modal amount by the automatic analyses tends to be lower than the real one. These observations suggest that the automatic methods are less accurate than the semi-automatic method.

6. Discussion

The semi-automatic phenocryst modal analyses can process more than 1 millions pixels for each specimen. This number is larger than conventional modal analyses, usually involving counting from 1000 to 5000 points. This large number of analysed pixels contributes, at least partially, to petrographic accuracy improvement.
On the other hand, the experience of the experimental analyses points out two technical problems: 1) mineral identification accuracy; 2) translucency of the groundmass. The phenocrysts are identified only by macroscopic rock image, therefore optical properties, such as interference colour, relative refraction index, extinction angle, pleochroism, and conoscopic interference figure are not available. In this sense, petrographical skill of the operator is important. The rocks with relatively small phenocrysts sometimes show serious problems of translucency of the groundmass, emerging the phenocrysts situated in subsurface as dull-focused image. (Figure 7A, B, 8). These crystals cause overestimation of the modal amount and therefore must be excluded by subjective decision of the operator. These unfavourable factors appear notably in

![Figure 7 - Natural rock image and computer treated ones of SV1 (A, B, C, D) and SV2 (E, F, G, H): (A, E) Original colour image of the cut surface; (B, F) Computer output image of selected pixels for the specimens of strict selection, SV1A, SV2A; (C, G) those for the specimens of dull selection, SV1B, SV2B; (D, H) Manually corrected image form the B, F.](image)

![Figure 8 - The factors present on rock surface harmful for automatic modal amount analyses: grooves along cleavage planes and marginal loss that cause underestimation; subsurface mineral image that makes overestimation.](image)
case of the rocks with small phenocrysts. On the contrary, in case of phenocrysts larger than 1 cm, these problems are not critical.

Consequently, the present method is applicable for the rock with phenocrysts at least larger than 2 mm, in practice larger than 5 mm. The rocks with small phenocrysts should be analysed by thin section. The application of this method for thin section is in development.

7. Conclusion

The modal amount of large phenocrysts, from 5 mm to 10 cm in size, can be obtained with the help of the semi-automatic analyses from a digital rock image that covers an area larger than 100 cm². The proposed method is applied to all types of digital rock images, such as field outcrop photograph, unpolished cut surface by diamond saw, polished surface of dimension stone slabs and rock images extracted from books and pamphlets. The precision of graphic analysis is very high because of the large number of pixels analysed, much more than 1 million. The petrographic accuracy is dependent on the manual and subjective processes, requiring petrographical skill of the operator. Because of partial trans lucency of the groundmass, this method is recommended for the phenocrysts larger than 5 mm. At this moment, the semi-automatic analyses is more practical and accurate than the automatic process. The measured modal amount is generally less than previous visual estimation.
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